
Ready to learn about 
market caps, Suppandi?

First, i have to wear my 
thinking cap, professor!
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It’s simple, Suppandi. Large cap company, lower 
risk factor, lowers returns. Mid-cap company. 
Medium risk factor. Medium returns. Small cap 

company. Higher risk factor. Higher returns.

I am not surprised one bit! Ideal 
Pizzas is among the top five large 
cap stocks to invest in currently.

Professor Simple, 
did you know that 
Ideal Pizza just 

opened their 
thousandth store?

Um, Professor, who decides which 
companies get large caps and 
small caps? Do they get other 

things also? Like t-shirts, maybe?

Oh Suppandi! CAP here refers to a 
company’s market capitalisation.

Simply put, it is the 
number of shares a 
company has in the 
market multiplied 

by the value of one 
share. for example, 
Large cap companies 
have a market cap of 
over R15,000 crore. 

mid caps are 
valued between 
R5,000 crore to 
R15,000 crore 

while small cap 
companies sit 
under R5,000 

crores.

So you’re saying Ideal Pizzas 
is valued at over R15,000 
crores?  Wow! I should 
quickly invest in them.

Suppandi, while a large 
cap stock is more 

stable, the returns you 
get will be not be as 
much as you’d expect.

this is because stock price will not fluctuate as 
much. That’s why mid and small cap company stocks 

will give better returns, but are still riskier. 

Aaagh! So 
many caps! I’m 
not following, 
Professor!”



POOF!
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Er, okay... but 
why do small cap 
companies have a 

higher risk factor?

If you invest in Chandubhai today, and 
tomorrow Chandubhai becomes the biggest 

chaat seller in the entire country, you 
stand to make millions, right?

At the same time, God forbid, if Chandubhai 
falls ill and is not able to sell chaat anymore, 

then your entire investment is worthless!

ohhh! that’s why small cap means 
higher returns but higher risk!

In my opinion, you should 
invest in mutual funds 

that offer a healthy mix 
of large cap, mid cap and 

small cap funds.

Of course. Mutual funds! Now 
those I know about! However...

...After all this talk about 
Chandubhai, I feel like I should 

invest in some chaat now!

Oh Suppandi!

Think of it as 
investing in 

your favorite 
chaatwallah.

you mean, like 
Chandubhai here?

YES!


